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Today’s Webcast Agenda

• Evolution of Environmental Liability Insurance
• Matters of Disclosure in the Age of SOX and the SEC 
• Insurance Market Solutions
• Illustrative Case Studies
• The Marketplace Today
• A View Forward
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The Evolution of Environmental Insurance
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How Accurate are Your Disclosures ?

• SEC Regulations – mandatory disclosure requirements
• FASB – accounting standards in accordance with GAAP 
• Flexibility in rule interpretations has resulted in widespread 

underreporting of environmental liabilities
• Investor groups, regulators and even the SEC accept that 

many companies are not adequately recording environmental 
liabilities and that this could harm investors

• “Don’t ask / Don’t tell” policy – e.g., mothballing of facilities
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What to Disclose?

• Material effects of compliance with Federal, State
and local provisions

• Clean up obligations
• Capital expenditure

• Pending legal proceedings
• Civil suits

• Contingent liabilities 
• Superfund liabilities
• Toxic tort exposures
• Retained environmental liability from divested operations

• Newly acquired liabilities 
• M&A transactions
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Mounting Pressure for Change

• Sarbanes-Oxley Act
• Federal Government 
• The rising power of Socially Responsible Investors (SRIs)
• SEC preliminary response
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New Developments – “Raise the Bar”

• New 8-K disclosure requirements – the SEC’s new 
interpretation means that certain environmental liabilities, 
such as a determination that one of the company’s assets is 
contaminated, will now compel companies to file an 8-K

• New interpretation of FASB 143 “Accounting for 
Conditional Asset Retirement Obligations” – will require 
companies to recognize and report an environmental liability 
even if the liability is likely to occur in the future. 

This will effectively close the “don’t ask / don’t tell” loophole 
and prevent companies from deferring the reporting of 
liabilities by mothballing sites. 
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Beware the Perils – Don’t Be the Scapegoat

• Negligent or Deliberate Underreporting
• SEC enforcement
• Public relations impacts / pressure group attention
• Studies show a long-term negative impact on stock price

• Inadequate Mitigation
• Elevated level of uncertainty / potential for unfinanced losses
• Earnings volatility / balance sheet blight
• Impact on investor confidence 

• Directors & Officers Exposure
• Shareholder actions 
• D&O policy denials – “pollution exclusions” and “failure to 

maintain insurance”
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Solutions from the Insurance Markets

• How to avoid the pitfalls ?
• Re-examine disclosure policies 
• Establish appropriate “disclosure controls and procedures”
• Evaluate all available management and mitigation alternatives
• Be proactive !!!

• Environmental insurance solutions can remove or significantly 
mitigate uncertainty. It can enable your company to:

• Reduce the “materiality” of an environmental liability 
• More accurately quantify specific environmental liabilities
• Reassure shareholders that reported environmental liabilities are “fixed”

and will not increase
• Realize maximum value from the sale or redevelopment of “brownfield”

properties or unwanted businesses
• Reduce the risk of liability rebound after a sale
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Insurance Tools Managing Environmental Liabilities

• Remediation Cost Cap Insurance
Covers unexpected cost overruns for specific 
cleanup projects

• Blended Insurance Programs
Combination of pre-funding for expected 
costs and conventional insurance techniques

Known

• Pollution Liability Insurance
Protection against unknown existing 
contamination or future pollution

Unknown

Type of 
Insurance

Type of 
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Environmental Insurance Applications

• Operational environmental risk management
• storage or transport of hazardous substances including fuels, solvents 
• waste management processes
• pollution risks associated with property portfolios

• Balance sheet management
• historical clean-up liabilities
• management of closure obligations

• Transaction facilitation/improvement
• removing ‘roadblocks’
• providing clean exit for sellers
• replace or support indemnities
• reassuring financiers / investors
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Case Study 1
Redevelopment Project

• Planned facility closure
• Heavy industrial existing use – oil terminal, power plant, 

former vehicle refueling depot
• Outline sale agreement with development company
• Prime development location
• Key risks

• Known contamination issues
• Incomplete definition of site conditions 
• Lack of clear regulatory position
• Impact of on-going operations

• Neither buyer nor seller willing to accept
cost uncertainties and long term liabilities
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Case Study 1 (cont’d)
Liability Transfer Solution

• Cleanup costs were analyzed and modeled to provide a 
detailed remediation cost estimate 

• Third party engineering firm contractually assumed 
responsibility and liability for remediation liabilities, in 
perpetuity, for a one-off fixed price 

• Liability Transfer supported by long term financial assurance 
and insurance program

• $200 m cleanup cost protection
• $100m policy third party liability
• 30 year program
• AAA rated insurer

• Removed environmental liabilities from deal negotiations
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Case Study 2
M&A Transaction

• Acquisition of a business involving chemical production plants
• Risk considerations:

• Groundwater plumes at each site
• Sites incompletely characterized
• Disagreement over clean-up costs

and long term liabilities
• Seller indemnity not available
• Very tight time pressures
• Transaction had reached stalemate
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Case Study 2 (cont’d)
Insurance Solution

• Buyer prepared to assume known clean-up costs and 
environmental liabilities if it could secure appropriate 
insurance protection

• Buyer negotiated significant discount in the purchase price to 
reflect the environmental uncertainty

• Willis arranged insurance program on behalf of the buyer:
• Clean-up cost cap insurance policy 
• Pollution Liability insurance 

• Overall cost of the expected clean-up costs plus the 
insurance program was substantially less than the negotiated 
price reduction

• Transaction went forward to completion
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Market Observations

• Strong, competitive and growing market 
• Broad range of coverage options
• Strong capacity levels which should hold or increase
• Insurer flexibility / willingness to innovate
• Stable Premiums
• Developing claims record
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Summary Comments

• We are entering a new era of corporate transparency and 
investor scrutiny

• There is mounting pressure on companies to improve the 
quality of their environmental disclosures and risk mitigation 
responses

• A proactive approach to environmental disclosure and liability 
management will allow a company to best position itself and 
avoid potential pitfalls

• The environmental insurance market can play an invaluable 
role the management and mitigation of these liabilities



Thank You

Michael Balmer Tel: 617 351 7530
Rick Secchia Tel: 212 804 0512
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Pollution Liability Insurance

• Protects the insured against unanticipated losses associated with 
pollution conditions arising from:

• Unknown contamination (existing from past incidents but not yet 
discovered)

• New issues from known contamination (such as new regulatory 
requirements for completed cleanup)

• New pollution
• Primary coverage

• Mandated clean up costs – on or off site
• Third party claims for damage or bodily injury – on or off site
• Legal defense costs

• May also cover:
• Business interruption
• Natural Resource damages
• Non-owned disposal sites
• Transportation risks
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Remediation Cost Cap

• Addresses known clean up obligations
• Covers cost overruns related to

– Discovery of additional contamination 
– Change in regulatory requirements
– Unexpected site conditions
– Increase in base costs
– Failure of cleanup method
– Project delays

• Options for profit share / coinsurance
• Underwriting engineering review of 

technical approach and cost estimates
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Blended Finite Program

• Addresses known cost (planned 
remediation expense) and associated 
unknown risks (potential cost overrun)

• Blended combination of pre-funding of 
planned expenses (finite insurance) with 
cost cap insurance

• Insured draws on policy to fund all or a 
portion of expected costs

• Funds in the ‘experience account’ earn a 
guaranteed rate of return and the 
program can be commuted at any time
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Cost Cap vs. Blended Finite
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